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Ontario's community health centres (CHCs) are leaders in providing
community based health care programs and services. One of the primary
objectives of the CHC program is to promote access to health care for
populations that have traditionally experienced barriers for reasons such as
language, culture and age, or for populations that are at high risk for illness
such as persons living in poverty or those who are homeless. Funded by the
provincial Ministry of Health and Long Tenn Care, Access Alliat/ce
Multicultural Community Health Centre is located in downtown Toronto,
and is mandated to work specifically with immigrants and refugees to promote
health and better access to health care. This paper describes the complexity of
isslles facing tlewcomers, the Celltre's programs and services, as well as the
organisation's struggle to define its role and value within the health and social
service sector and to newcomer communities.

Canada welcomes between 200,000 and
225,000 newcomers each year (Citizenship
and Immigration Canada, 1997).
Immigrants come to Canada for many
different reasons, but what they have in
common is that they chose to leave their
countries and they chose Canada as their
new home. Immigrants receive permanent
resident or landed immigrant status through
a variety of programs. About one half come
as skilled workers, one third come through
the family reunification program, and the
remainder come through the business class
or as temporary workers (Citizenship and
Immigration Canada, 1997).

A small proportion of those who arrive
in Canada each year are Refugees seeking
safety and protection. Refugees can be
preselected from oversees camps by the
government or through private sponsorship
if they meet the criteria set forth in the
Geneva Convention. These refugees are
termed 'Convention Refugees', and
immediately become permanent residents
when they land in Canada.
However, many refugees arrive at the
Canadian border seeking protection. Of
these refugees approximately 50% have their
claims accepted by the Immigration and
Refugee Board. This process takes

Table 1: Immigrant and Refugee Landings-1998
- - -S

Immigrants
ki fled ---- Family Workers
106.600

Sponsorship
68.300

Business - - Tempo rary
Class
21.300

Total
202.700
Source: Citizenship and ImmlgrationCanada. 1998
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Workers
6.500

Refugees
Convention
Refugees
10. 100
- 22.600 -

Inland
Claimants
12.500
.- - - - - - - -
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approximately 13 months after which
refugees may wait up to 24 months to apply
for landed immigrant status. In the end,
refugees can spend up to five years waiting
for landed immigrant status. During this
time they cannot sponsor and therefore be
reunited with family members, get a bank
loan, work in certain professions, vote, tea vel
across international borders, and are
ineligible for public loans for postsecondary
education. Of the refugees whose claims are
rejected, a small number are granted
permission to stay in Canada for
'humanitarian and compassionate reasons',
and the remainder, facing deportation leave
the country or go underground, living
without legal status in Canada.
Issues Facing Immigrants and Refugees
Like many CHCs in Ontario, Access
Alliance works with clients who struggle
with issues such as poverty, social isolation,
unemployment and poor housing. One
unifying characteristic is that all clients of
the Centre are engaged in the resettlement
process. This process is characterised by
three progressive phases: acclimatisation,
adaptation and integration. The first two
stages are often referred to as the settlement
period and focus on concrete tasks such as
finding employment and housing, learning
English and developing an understanding of
Canadian norms and systems. The last stage,
integration, refers to the newcomers' more
dynamic and active participation in all
arenas of their new society (The May tree
Foundation, 1998). Although there exists a
tendency to speak of iffi!lligrants and
refugees as a singular category, historically
their settlement experience has differed
significantly. However, in recent years there
has been a blurring of the lines as a result of
the emergence of economic refugees and
huge populations of people displaced by war
or other catastrophic events such as drought,
flooding and famine.

Immigrants
Immigrants' needs vary based on gender,
age, education and language skills. What is
common to all is the need fOr economic
security. To achieve this they face a number
of challenges. Newcomers must survive a
three-month waiting period before being
eligible for public health care benefits.
Locating affordablt: housing in the City of
Toronto which has less than a 1 % vacancy
rate is frustrating and often results in new
arrivals living in substandard housing in very
crowded conditions. Immigrants who have
expectations of working in their professions
or trades often are held up in the settlement
process by a complicated and often
discriminatory licensing and accreditation
process. A large number of newly arrived
physicians, lawyers, teachers and engineers
end up underemployed, driving taxis or
delivering pizzas. In a comparative study of
foodbank users in Toronto, it was found that
recent immigrants who had lived in Canada
fOr less than five years, had higher education
levels than more established immigrants and
Canadian born users (Daily Bread Food
Bank, 1998). Because food bank usage is an
indicator of poverty, this information
indicates the difficulty newcomers have in
achieving economic security even when they
have relatively high educational levels.
Refugees
The most pressing issues for refugees are
protection, economic security and
immigration status. Up until recently,
refugees needed to pay $975 (Canadian
currency) per individual, including children,
to enter the countr)' and an additional $500
to process an application for landed status.
This is onerous for the majority of refugees
who usually arrive with very few assets or
belongings. The first challenge faced by
refugees is the refugee determina~ion process,
which can take years to complete. During
this process, not only do refugees struggle
with navigating their way through a complex
legal system, they often find themselves in
detention, living 10 temporary shelters,
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without a uthorisation to work or study and
without access to health care benefits or
social assistance . In 1999, the Immigration
and Refugee Board denied more than half
of the claims it reviewed. Of those whose
claims were denied, only 400 were a ble to
stay in Can.lda unda special humanitarian
and compassionatl! grounds. Many others
left the country, while others went
underground (The 1viaytrce Foundation,
1998). This group is extremely vulnerable
as they have no rights and b;' all accounts
do not exist, yet live with the constant fear
that they could be uprooted from their
homes and deponed at any time.
Common Struggles

Access to ;,,{o,nlation
Access to information that is easily
available a nd understandable is a vital and
basic component of settlement and
integration, whether the newcomer is an
irnmigranc or refugee. This includes
information about housing, English
bnguage classes, mental health facilities,
immigration procedures, re-certification
procedures, health-care, schools, day-care
and transportation. Information is a
necessary tool which newcomers need to
participate in all the various dimensions of
society (Canadian Council for Refugees,
1998). Of the 70,000 newcomers who settle
in Toronto each year, 42% do not speak
English; thus they face a marginalised
existence and a difficult settlemenr process.

Melltal Health
Like rhe general popubtioll, newcomers
suffer, to various degrees, from emo tional
disorders. However, because resettling in a
foreign COllntry i~ a significant source of
stress, immigranrs and refugees arc at risk
for developing more mental heal th disorders
than members of th.: host countrr (Canadian
Task Force 011 Mental Health Issues
Affecting Immigrants and Refugees, 1988).
The cumulative impact of experiences
that refugees have undergone, including the
22-1

loss of home and possessions, the deaths of
children, familr and friends, internment at
refugee camps and perhaps torture, results
ill survivor guilt, depression and POSt
traumatic stress disorder (Drachman &
Halberstadt, 1992). To add to the trauma
of their past, v,,·hen refugees arrive in the host
country, they arc usually without financial
resources, cut off from social support, and
they experience long delays in the judicial
system, during which time they do not have
access to health care benefits. At the same
time, the stigma associated with mental
illness results in a reluctance to use mental
health services.
Further, the reception afforded both
immigrants and refugees affects their mental
health. Although Canada's policy of
multiculturalism a nd the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms should create
optimal conditions for integration, the reality
is very different. Although independent
immigrants are favoured by the federal
immigration system for having post
secondary education, professions and trades,
access to trades and professions in Canada
is severely restricted by regulatory bodies.
During periods of high unemployment,
immigrants and refugees become a focal
point of public discontent and antiimmigrant sentimcnr~, as they compete with
re idcnrs in the labour market.
Children, women, scniors and victims of
trauma are at particularly high risk for
dcveloping melltal health difficulties due (0
their experiences prior to migration and their
situation during resettlt:ment. At the same
time these special needs groups are in further
jeopardy because the chance of their needs
being addressed is extremely low. Social
policy and planning bodies ha ve documented
that immigrant services have been the
hardest hit by recent cut~ to social services
at all levels of government - federal,
provincial and municipal (United \'(/ay of
Greater Toronto, 1997). Due to a lack of
funding for multilingual, culturally
appropriate mental health services, there is
poor access to and IJck of satisfaction with
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the mental health system for populations that
arc at risk for dcveloping more mental heJlth
problems than the general population
(Canadian Task Force on Mental Health
Issues Affccting Immigrants and I<.efllgce~,
1998).
l>1(omw/ioN deficit l'crsus priority
overload
Individuals who do not spc J k t he
language of the domina!!! culture ill any
society experience what is commo nly
described as information deficit. Th ey
cannot read the newspaper or listen to the
radio. They cannot understand signs on the
street and the subway; do not comprehend
conversations they overhear.
Further, the reality is that the newcomer's
need for information and servi ces cannot be
neatly divided to conform to the specific
mandate of a particular agency.
Consequently, immigrants and refugees
frequently find themselves on an exhausting
and demoralising trail of referrals from one
office to another in search of help, often
without understanding why the help is so
hard to come by. The irony for newcomers
is that while thcy require inform.HioH and
scn'ices in order to meet their multiple needs,
th.: chaos affecting their lives requires them
to prioritise as a coping mechani sm .
According to Maslow's Holistic Dynamic
Needs Hierarchy (Maslow, 1954), people
will m eet basic physiological and safety
necds first. ror man}", this means that health
becomes a priority issue, and for newcomcrs,
who ca nnot speak English or do not have
health care coverage, finding a cc essibl e
health care becomes either a key milestone
or obstacle in the settleme nt process.

Program and Service Dd iveijl Response
During a ~tratl:gi-: planning proce~s
undertaken in 1999, Access Alliance
developed a set of directions to guide the
2gcncy's future developmcnt. One of these
is the development of effective leadership in
the cOlll munity health secto r by creating a

learning organisation and by developing best
practices in the area of health care for
immigrants and refugees. The UNAIDS
definition of best practices is 'accumulating
and applyillg knowledge about what is
\~orking and not working in different
situations a nd contexts ... best practices is
both the lessons learned and the continuing
process of learning, feedback, reflection and
an a ly s is' (U N AIDS, 1999). At Access
Alliance b.:s t prac tices require multiple
strategi es that enable a more effectiv.:
response to the complex issues faced by
newcomers.

Staff recruitment and development
Over eighty per cent of the Centre's front
line staff speak a second language and lIlany
speak a third language. When practitioners
arc fluent in the language and culture of
immigrant and erhno-cultural groups, clients
tend to use services of the Centre more
readily, disclose information more fully and
follow through with their treatment more
faithfully. Access Alliance hiring policies
reflect the need for ethno-culturally and
linguistically Jivcrsc service providers. For
example, the Centre va Illes applicants'
foreign degrees and experiences; job
positions are advertised through the ethnic
media, and most positions require a second
language as a condition of employment.
Community interpretation services
As Toronto is olle of the most diverse
cities in the world, it is not possible to hire
staff to deliver services in the languages
spoken by all the different newcomer groups.
However in 1998/99 Access Alliance
provided services to clients speaking over 30
different languages. This was possible
through the use of trained and certified
communit}" intt!rprerers. Recognising that
IJnguage is one of the most formidable
barriers to accessing a nd delivering services
and programs, the Cenree has pur substantial
resources into the development of a
comJl\unity based imerpretation program.
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The program is available for free to clients
of the Centre. Additionally the program is
available to community service providers for
a modest fee. The Centre strongly advocates
the use of trained and qualified interpreters,
particularly in primary health care settings
where the quality of care depends on the
quality of interpretation. Public and other
health care institutions need to recognise the
risk inherent in not working with
professional interpreters and take
responsible measures to provide appropriate
services, thereby reducing the possibility of
mistakes and their potential liability.

Client screening and assessment
Approximately 1000 new clients and
program participants are registered at Access
Alliance each year. Comprehensive and
holistic client assessment is critical to ensure
that newcomers disclose all that may be
impacting upon their health and for
appropriate referrals and follow-up to
happen. Health care providers at Access
Alliance screen clients for their country of
origin, how long they have lived in Canada,
their household income and composition,
their social supports, their access to food,
ESL classes, legal services and education,
their immunisation history and their mental
health status. Additionally, providers
routinely order:
•

l\Iantoux test

•

Hepatitis B Surface Antigen and Antibody

•

Stools for Ova and Parasites

•

VDRL

•

Measles, Mumps, Rubella Titres

Evidence based practice
Primary care providers struggle with the
implementation of clinical guidelines for a
population that has limited access to
resources, a limited understanding of the
health care system in Canada and of personal
health care issues. Clinical practice guidelines
are defined as systematically developed
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statements that help physicians and patients
make sound decisions about appropriate
health care for specific clinical circumstances
(Canadian Medical Association, 1994). They
tend however to be based upon research and
practice with mainstream populations.
Recently, the Centre participated in a study
to demonstrate the implementation
challenges of the Canadian Medical
Association's Diabetes Guideline. Focus
group discussion highlighted how diabetic
clients often cannot afford protein rich
foods, the footwear required to prevent
ulcerations or a glucose monitor.
Furthermore, the guideline does not address
non-compliance based on the client's lack of
understanding or lack of access to
information about the disease. Nor does it
adequately address diabetes management or
prevention from a multidisciplinary or health
promotion perspective.

Health promotion programs
The Centre is firmly committed to
providing a full range of programs and
services and participating in community
initiatives that address the broad
determinants of health including income,
education, employment and social support.
Multilingual health promotion staff employ
various health promotion strategies
including
health
education
and
communication, community development,
advocacy and intersectoral collaboration.
The Centre's health promotion goals are to
improve community knowledge, behaviours
and skills; to increase community
participation in decision making; to promote
health promotion and disease prevention as
priorities for the health care system and to
enhance health promoting policies and
practices.

Strategic partnerships
While the well being of immigrants and
refugees is the business of both the health
and social service sectors in Ontario; the
reality is that within the not-for-profit system
there are inherent silos that exist as a result
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of historical difitn:nccs in the way social,
settlement, legal and health agencies arc
position~d and funded . This has re~lIlted in
a b ck of coll.lboraticJll hetwcen these s(.ctors
in planning and servic!.! d .: livery. Access
AlI i:! !\c;: r e co g ni s e~ t h :lt it is p art of a larger
sy. tem of service providers and n l~ eds to
wo rk cont illuall,' to break (11)'.'; 10 silos an d
build linkages in order to iJlcrea~t: a cct: . ~ to
services . For example, over the p.lst two
years, the Centre has been \vorking with 10
other health and settlement service providers
to develop a handbook that will be used by
settlement service providers to oricnt
newcomers to the health ca re system . The
guide is currently availablc in 12 languages
in addition to English .

F!e:dble mill respol/sive programs
Being able to respond quickly to
emerging needs in the community is vital
during periods of large refugee influx. In the
summer of 1999, Canada opened its doors
to refugees from Kosovo. \'('ith one week's
notice, the Centre set up a special clinic that
operated over a four-month period. During
this time da ily clinics staffed by a physician
o r nurse pract itioner, providcd assistance to
over 100 Kosovars, with the assista nce of
Albanian int.:rpreters. Clients were treated
for severe angina, t:a ting maladjustment,
high blood pressure, kidney s tones,
hypertension and varioll s infe c tions .
Implementing the special clinics this quickly
m eant that all staff ha d to be extra fl exibl e
and patient in orJer to balance the needs of
a new client group with existing cli cnts.
D uri ng th" last five Yl'US many high n.:cd
popul:iti o!ls ha ve a rrived in Toronto in larg(:
numbers including: Sri La nkans, So ma lis,
Sudane s e, Scrhian, Croatian, Bosnian,
Russiall, Mandarin, Korcan, Roma peoples
frolll r.,1'itern Europe, ir,lnialH and Turkish.
:-'1 a n), o f the$c smaller and emerging
comlnul1itie, often ~trllggle in isolation
because of a lack of information about
[e~ource s and slow rc sppn sive llc s s by
funcle rs a ll d community-based g roups to
tl. ci. ne eds. Thus, th e Cc r, tre is in cl o.;:::

contact with the nearest rdugee reception
centres to ensure access to the Centre's
primary health care services for these
newcomer gro ups.
Need fo r 3n Atbptiv c Organi sation
\\lorking with the Kosovar refugee~
re:quired Access All iance: to usc its limited
resource ' to their maximum effect and also
provided an opportunity for the Centre to
reflect on its expectations and assumptions
regarding continuity of care as a service
delivery philosophy. Mostcommunity health
centres in Ontario have specific geographic
catchement areas within which they provide
services. The notion of continuity of care and
established relationships with a client base is
a cornerstone of the CHC sector in Ontario.
This notion however may not be
particularly meaningful for newcomers, who
have very particular health can: problems
related to their actual immigration
experience and pre-immigration realities. In
many instances refugees have few resources
and little access to health care services before
arriving in Canada and as such have fairlv
urgent health care needs. Individual's
applying as independellt immigrants will
tcnd to minimise health care concerns
because serious problems could potentially
disqualify them from immigratin g to
Canada. Immigrants and refugees may have
fairly unstable housing, and as such may be
highly transit:nt for som.: time. Initially, they
are less interested in health promotioll
activi ties a nd health education but more
con cerned with th eir acute care ne t:ds .
Consequently, the Centre must striv e to
ensure that its' service delivery systems are
flexible an d responsive enough to be
accessible to ne w r..Jugee and immigrant
population s w hile at the same time
addn:ssing the determinants of health a nd
long- tt!rm health promotion objectives .

A!i.;sioii crisis
The Centn:'s pos1tlve capability as an
ada ptive org.1flisJtio ll, while enha ncing its'
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ability to be responsive to community needs,
results in whdt can be called creeping mission
drift or crisis (Zimmerman & DaCl, 1998).
Whdt is the foclIs of this organisation and
what should it bc? Should the Centre be
striving to divc:rsify services and its' funding
base in order to address the multiplicity of
li e ed ~ presented by clients as well a~ the gaps
tbat exist in social service~? Or should the
Centre be fo cusing on developing and
enhancing its specific expertise in the field
o{ primilrr health care and health promotion
and work within the broader context to
achieve system change. Energies and
resources spent organising legal aid services,
access to fo o d banks, information sessions
on housing issues continually call into
question the Centrc's priorities and it needs
to always check initiatives and responses
against mission and values.
In these times of dwindling resources
and greater accountability expectations
from public stakeholders, non-profit
organisations need to be able to define
competencies and identify what is the value
added they bring to a sector and to the
communities they work for and with. A~ a
valuc based organisation, Access Alliance
\vants to know that it is contributing (0 the
greater guod and making a difference in the
lives of vulnerable and high need
popul.ltions. Paradoxically, traditional
frameworks for accountability and
evaluation uften do not have the flexibility
to document or capture the cap.lcities and
competcncies of 'complex ada pti ve system,'
(See Zimmcrman, Lindberg & Plesk, 1998,
pp. 1) · 13 for a de\criprion), which is how
Access Alliance defines itself. The Cenlre
recognises (he self-organising capabilities
inherent in sllch an org,lnisatiull and i~
challenged to integrate p0i5t I.:arning into
future planning.
In many wa ys, Acces~ Alliance mirror~
the populations it works with . Where
newcomer communities arc successful they
arc able to adapt to and integrate
themselves fully within a new culture;
Access Alliance is cffecti\e whell it is able

to adapt to ever changing needs of emergent
populations, making use of partnerships
and cross-sectoral collaboration. Where
newcomers' lives are often in crisis and
chaos; chaos sometimes feels inhercnt in the
work of the Centre. By accepting that it is
a complex adaptive organisarion, the
Centre can better scrvt! newcomers and
develop best practices for wurking with
thes e specific populations.
Ultimately these many questions and
challenges bring into focus the Centre's
strategic direction of creating a learning
organisation. Becoming a learning
organisation requires a radical shift in
thinking for man)· agencies . The rerlll
'learning organisation' has been used to
refer to organisations that are capable of
thriving in a world of change and
interdependence (Inksater & Lee, 1996).
Learning and change happen within a
cycle of reflection, experimentation and
action which is challenging for a society
that has traditionally been linear in
thought and planning processes. However,
with success a culture of learning and
possibility can emerge.
Conclusion
Inherent within the Centre's mandate (0
work with newcomers arc numerous
challenges which an! related not only to the
complexity of issues facing newcomers, but
also to the lack of funding to provide
appropriate response~ within the
organisation as well as across secrors. This
h:lS resulted in numerous tensions affecting
the organisation over the last number of
years, which ultimately have moved Access
Alliance forward, not only in d eveloping
programs and services, bur in evaluating its'
effectiveness as a CHC, while clarifying
implicit and explicit values und.:clying
programs and services. Access Alli:l!lce is still
far away from achieving its mission of
ensuring acct:s~ (or immigrant , and refugees,
but it is stronger, more focussed and read)'
for the challenge.
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